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Shakespeare scavenger hunt

The whole world is a stage, and all men and women are only players: they have their exits and their entrances; and a man in his time plays many roles... As You Like It, Act II, Scene 7, 139-42. [25] Shakespeare Scavenger Hunt Good Morning, Students! Let's take a short trip through Shakespeare's
London. Find the answers to the following 11 questions by searching the six website sources provided. Send me your answers by e-mail: adematteo@valleyviewsd.org. Print your answers as well. Use the websites provided to find your answers to Shakespeare's complex and fascinating life. Enjoy the
journey! Sincerely, Mrs. A. DeMatteo, English teacher P.S. Trip Tips: A Light Heart and Open Mind for Critical Thinking&lt;3 Pen and Paper for Note-taking Skills just for if the storm hits!=! Focused eye like a camera lens just in case phones don't work*_* Compass: Know your bearings just in case you get
lostL Sure: Secure Sources: 'Save' Think of ABC=Always be careful! DEF= Don't forget;-D 8599,1883770,00.html Time Entertainment: Is This What Shakespeare Looked Like? by Richard Lacayo: 9 March 2009. This page offers a number of other ways to tell history, popular books, photos and quotes
from Shakespeare. It is also on the left to The Royal Theater Companies Photo Gallery, which provides insights into the cost of the period. 1. What was the title of the first collection of Shakespeare's works, published in 1623, seven years after his death? After you've found these two locations, you should
be sure: to see which current pieces are pedagogically in the event calendar. 2. Where was the original Globe Theatre? 3. Why is Stratford-Upon-Avon a famous place? 4. How many miles are it on a walk from Shakespeare's family home to a show in the Theatre of the Royal Shakespeare Company?
About how many minutes does it take to walk? Assign the shortest main street names with directions. Shakespeare Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. William Shakespeare. Last modified on August 25, 2011. This encyclopedia provides a number of reputable sources that you can link to other sources to
answer the next two questions. 5. How many books, plays and poems did Shakespeare write? 6. Which famous Shakespeare play connects its audience with a real king of his time? The King dances with Anne Boleyn. Anne Boleyn gives birth to a daughter, the future Queen Elizabeth. Tip: Look under
'Tragens: Shakespearean Shakespearean This website calls for a series of historical documents, original works, reviews and visual presentations for students to have a clear, concise understanding of the life and times of Shakespeare. 7. When was the Globe Theatre built? Who built The Globe Theatre?
Which queen and which king moderated the performances? 8. How many people did it make room for?  What was the cost of a performance? 9. What happened to The Globe Theatre? This website offers a number of famous quotes that have said it and why; this helps students understand the meaning
and power of spoken words. 10. Who said this famous quote? Something is rotten in the state of Denmark? From which Shakespeare play is it excerpt and why? drama+son+questions+death This question will help students learn how to narrow their search to select keywords to answer questions about a
large volume and a variety of works. 11. In which play written by Shakespeare did a king's son have a troubled life with his girlfriend, mother and stepfather, leading to the main character questioning death because of personal, political and social upheaval?  Why? Thank you for your participation! To use
Sutori, you must enable Javascript in your browser. Instructions can be found here. Here.
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